
Complete Issues Website
ACCESSIBILITY STATEMENT

Viewing
Each article in Complete Issues is designed separately to appear to the best advantage on a desktop or laptop screen. The 
articles will function on pads and mobile phones but have not yet been optimised for this.  
The articles are also accompanied by printable PDFs which may be a better way to view them for some readers.

We recommend magnifying the whole screen to maintain the appearance of the article.
You can use [CTRL] + or -  on PCs
Or [cmd] + or - on Mac to magnify your screen
And there is very helpful advice here
https://mcmw.abilitynet.org.uk/category/magnifying-the-screen-on-your-computer

We have tried to use interesting colour ways while staying within colour contrast guidelines. 
Advice about changing colours is available here:
https://mcmw.abilitynet.org.uk/impairment/changing-your-colours
Pages in Complete Issues work with Chrome’s HighContrast or Midnight Lizard for FireFox to change colours.
The pages work with the inbuilt Reader View in Safari and the Reader View plugin for Chrome but we found the best 
results with the inbuilt reader view in FireFox.

Listening
Help to access in-built voice-over features is here:
https://mcmw.abilitynet.org.uk/impairment/make-your-device-talk-to-you
We have checked that our text works with built-in voice over and with Chrome’s Selection Reader. We are working to 
include descriptions of illustrations and researching ways to improve access to graphs and tables.
 

Navigation
The website is not currently designed to be accessible via keyboard commands (tab etc.) but we will look at this in any 
redesign.

Our assessment of the Complete Issues website has been done (so far) solely by manually checking how it works with 
Safari, Chrome and Firefox.

Please note as a small company we take pride in being responsive to the needs of our customers. If you are aware of an 
article which where viewing or listening is a problem, please do let us know via the email below and we will do our very 
best to improve matters.

If you have any questions regarding Complete Issues, please contact us.
 Carel Press Ltd. 
 4 Hewson Street  
 Carlisle  
 CA2 5AU  
 UK
 +44(0)1228 538928
 office@carelpress.co.uk


